Dragon Fairy Designs

Presents: Create A Dream Web Mandala
Dream Weaving is the shamanic practice of manifesting reality into being using your own inner power to manifest your
desires, receive messages, and answer questions. You already have all the power to Dream your own Web, you just need
to unlock your creative energy and allow it flow. Using the Zentangle Method you will reach within to create your own
personal mandala allowing the creative energy in your heart and soul to manifest your own reality, focus on a goal, or
answer any question you have. While creating your Dream Web Mandala you are allowing the energies around you and
within you to flow into your mandala. This mandala is now your own personal tool for growth, shining with your inner
creative energy to guide you in manifesting your reality.
In this workshop, we will begin with learning the basics of the Zentangle Method by creating a Zentangle tile. Learning
the Zentangle method as a foundation will relax you and begin to free your creative energy and allow it to flow. You will
then take a short break, after which we will connect with the seven directions and create an interface with Otherworld.
You will then be lead through a short meditation inviting the elementals, your higher self, guides, and guardians to be
present with you as you create your Dream Web Mandala. With my guidance, you will now create your mandala, using a
different tangle to represent each of the seven directions, as well as fill in the remaining areas of your mandala. You then
will have the time and freedom to color or finish your mandala as you are inspired to.
Finally, we will close the interface and thank the beings from Otherworld, your higher self, and the seven directions for
holding this sacred space and for their assistance. Your result being your Dream Web Mandala to take home with you.
You will find that over time and as you grow new images, thoughts, or emotions are triggered by your mandala. You can
hang your mandala as a visual reference to start your day, you can meditate with your mandala, or even use it as a crystal
grid. You are constantly changing and therefore so is your Dream Web. You will get new insights, be inspired to add,
change, or redo your mandala as you grow. You might even find yourself creating new mandalas to aid in manifesting
your reality.
Come enjoy this fun, relaxing, creative and joyful experience!
5 Hour Workshop:
Learn the basic techniques to the Zentangle Method. Create and color your own personal Mandala with the help of your higher self,
otherworld, and the elementals. All Supplies Are Included
Price: $100 per Person
Time: 9am – 3pm w/ Break for Lunch
Date: June 24th, 2017
Register at: http://starnations.org/star-nations-academy/
Place: Star Nations Academy, Lowell MI
Presented By: Dani Ehlenfeldt CZT, Awenydd

